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Intro: 

The Hartford Conservation Commission (HCC) is planning a small-scale selective timber 

harvest within 50 of the 423 acres in the north-western most portion of the Hartford Town 

Forest. This harvest would selectively cut trees to create a mix of different types and ages of 

trees. This means leaving some large older trees and creating gaps for new young trees.  

 

Background: The Hartford Town Forest is 423 acres, owned by the Town of Hartford, and 

actively managed to provide the public with opportunities for recreation and education, provide 

habitat for wildlife, and maintain a healthy forest. Authorized by the Hartford Selectboard, the 

HCC has managed the Hartford Town Forest since the late 1990s.  

 

The 50 acres in the northeast section (the area in this proposed selective harvest) is dominated 

by red oak and white pine. It has a dense canopy with little sapling regeneration, and has 

evidence of diseased and stressed trees. Towards the east side of this section, there is a patch 

of aspen trees that is reaching the end of its life and is not regenerating. The proposed selective 

harvest focuses on the regeneration and health of red oak, white pine, sugar and red maple, 

eastern hemlock, and red spruce.  

 

Forest Health & Wildlife: Currently the Hartford Town Forest is home to trees that range 

mainly from 30 to 80 years old as this portion of Hartford was farmed through the 1890s then 

clear cut and heavily logged through the 1980s. Due to this history, the Town Forest is a 

second-growth forest with relatively “even aged” trees. Second growth forests have thick 

canopies that let little sunlight reach the forest floor. This results in a more simple forest that 

supports less wildlife than old growth forests. Old growth forests are typically classified as 

having large, old trees with multilayered canopies. Old growth forests have more gaps in the 

canopy that let sunlight through, creating more diverse and layered plant and animal life. One 

way to give second growth forests more layers is to selectively cut trees to let light reach the 

forest floor, reduce competition for large healthy trees, while also leaving some old dying trees 

that are home to cavity-nesting birds and mammals. Forests with more layers and diversity are 

more resilient after strong weather events, are less susceptible to disease and insect outbreaks, 

and likely capture and store more carbon.  

 

With this understanding, the HCC adopted a Forest Management Plan in 1998 that encouraged 

selective harvests over large-scale cuts that produce large even-aged tree stands. The first 

selective cuts, or “thinning”, occurred in the southwest portion of the Town Forest in 2005 and 

2008. The Forest Management Plan was last updated in 2020 and adopted by the Hartford 

Selectboard. The current Forest Management Plan recommends creating a more age-diverse 

forest. Currently, there are 100 acres in various habitats within the 423 acres, as well as the 

adjoining 142 acre Hurricane Wildlife Refuge Park, that are reserved to be untouched by 

logging. This 50-acre selective cut would complement these reserved acres by replicating the 

old growth layers of canopied sections and areas where the sun reaches the forest floor which 

promotes both young and old trees. 
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Education: As a public forest, the Town Forest is a location where educational opportunities 

abound. Much of the forested land in Vermont is second-growth and many logging operations 

still cut large tracts of land that results in a single-aged stand of trees. This operation will be an 

opportunity for local landowners to see and experience management that is focused on forest 

diversity. 

 

Recreation: Since the 1950s, recreational use has steadily increased with its popularity spiking 

over the last decade. The Town Forest is used for hiking, dog walking, skiing, snowshoeing, 

hunting, mountain biking, and snowmobiling. There are nearly 100 multi-use hiking and biking 

trails, covering 13 miles. There are also two VAST-linked snowmobile trails. This selective cut 

will result in temporary trail closure for six trails in the north-eastern section of the Town Forest 

during the months of the active harvest. The vast majority of the  trails would be unaffected by 

the proposed harvest. Once completed, the closed trails will be reopened.  

 

Income: Any decision on income generated from tree harvesting will be made by the Hartford 

Selectboard. The HCC will recommend that funds be added to the Hartford Conservation Fund 

which is used on local Hartford conservation projects, such as trail maintenance, invasive 

species control and conservation of parcels to protect important natural resources. 

 

Schedule: The selective harvest would occur in the winter of 2022/2023 when the ground is 

frozen, potentially between the months of December and March. 

 

More information about the Hartford Conservation Commission, the Hartford Town Forest 

Recreation Plan and the current Forest Management Plan for the Hartford Town Forest visit: 

https://www.hartford-vt.org/2226/Conservation-Commission 
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